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How do you backup your material as you go along? E.g. coding. 
NVivo does not automatically save your project, but by default you will be reminded every 15 

minutes to save your project. In order to create a back-up copy, open your NVivo project and go to 

File – Copy project. Choose a location and name for your back-up copy. You will continue working 

with the original file but can use the copy as a back-up. 

 

Can I search for word randomly from my data (observation notes) prior to having formed and 

nodes yet? When clicking "queries" search nothing comes up as results on my screen. 
In order to successfully run a query, like a text search query, you must specify the query criteria first. 

As a novice user, we advise you to use the “Query Wizard” under the “Explore” tab, as it guides you 

trough the different steps of creating a query. In case of the text search query, you can definitely run 

it before you create any nodes. Just specify which documents you want to search in (all Files and 

Externals or selected items), enter the word(s) you are looking for and click “run query”. 

 

How to export the nodes and the number of references in each node, separated by source 

(e.g., as a separate row in the data matrix). Is it possible at all? 
When you open a node from the list view (e.g. via double-click), you can view the “Summary” (look at 

the right side of your screen). This summary shows you a list of all documents that have coding to 

this node, the number of references and the percentage coverage. You can also export this summary 

view (via right click). 

 

When you look at the coding under one node, are you able to see how many different 

sources of data (i.e. interviewees) have statements coded under that node? What I mean is 

that you may code several statements by one interviewee under 'fishing' but then can you 

also see easily how many interviewees in total mentioned fishing? "Like 4 of 10 interviewees 

focused on fishing" 
(See answer above) When you review your nodes in the list view, the number under “Files” indicates 

how many documents are coded at this node. When you open the node and review the Node 

Summery you can see which documents these coded references come from. 

However, if you are interested in the individual interviewees, you would first need to create cases for 

those interviewees, apply those and would then be able to review which cases are coded at this node 

(right click on node – query – cases coded at this node) and how many these are out of your total 

number of cases. 

 

  

 



Likewise, in the word count feature, can you count word frequency across a number of data 

sources, but can you also see how many individual sources of data mentioned a certain word? 

Like '20 of 30 policy papers talked about shoreline problems', regardless of how many times 

shoreline problems were mentioned in total? 
The Word Frequency Query and the Text Search Query have different purposes. However, if you start 

with a Word Frequency Query to identify frequently used terms, you can then (in the results under 

summary), run a text search query for any term that you find particularly interesting. Just right click 

on the term and choose “Run Text Search Query”. Here you will get a list of all Files where this word 

was identified. You could additionally save the results as a new node and thus easily review the 

number of files that have coding to this node. 

 

When I code pdf files, I have problems with paragraphs. Whenever I copy text from pdfs, it 

does not capture text that goes over a paragraph. Therefore, I must highlight and copy the 

text parts two times (each paragraph separately), but it is not possible to paste both parts 

into one reference in one node. Is there a solution to this problem? 
In PDFs with columns we sometimes must code in two paragraphs, though logically, the coded 

reference should just be one paragraph. A work around could be to use “region” coding in the PDF 

tools, which would code the segments as pictures instead of text. 

 

Is it possible to combine two parent nodes? (Put them into one node with a new name) 
Yes, you can merge nodes. https://help-nv.qsrinternational.com/12/win/v12.1.86-

d3ea61/Content/nodes/reorder-organize-nodes.htm?Highlight=merge%20nodes 

 

In a study of midwifery, pregnant women were asked to discuss their care in recent 

pregnancies. We often received replies of the kind "my previous pregnancy was wonderful, 

the current one was terrible". That expresses 2 sentiments (former wonderful, more recent 

terrible). Can I attach more than one code to a particular chunk of text? 
Yes, absolutely. 

 

Will Fiona discuss how you share projects between researchers? Say if you are a group of 3 

that works hit the analysis simultainiusly? 
Please see this article for more information about teamwork with NVivo: https://help-

nv.qsrinternational.com/12/win/v12.1.86-d3ea61/Content/concepts-strategies/strategies-for-

teamwork.htm 
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It is possible to transcribe the file (sound) and remove the sound afterwards. I ask this 

because my research project prefer to keep sound and transcription separated. 
Yes, you can e.g. use the transcription service and then just import the transcript (text). There are 

however benefits of keeping the two together as you can go back and listen in more details for e.g. 

intonations and such. 

 

Can we keep NVIVO projects on OneDrive, DropBox, iCloud, etc. sync services? 
You cannot work on an NVivo project on Onedrive. However, you can , after closing NVivo, copy the 

project to Onedrive and then copy it out of Onedrive when you want to work in the project. The 

reason is explained here: https://support.alfasoft.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001537798-Technical-

reason-to-use-EndNotes-sync-functionality-and-nothing-else 

 

I have interviews in Data but have not put them in a folder. How to move them into a folder? 
You can change the location of your files either by drag and drop or cut and paste. This way you can 

sort them into the correct folder. 

 

If I have some data stored in Files that I have attached nodes to, but which I no longer will be 

using in my project. How do I make NVivo exclude these files from my existing nodes? Do I 

have to delete these files? Or is there any way of simply excluding these from my existing 

nodes without having to delete the data from the project? 
You either delete these files from the project (creating a back-up copy is recommended though, in 

case you need them later) or simply exclude them in your queries, by choosing “Selected Items” or 

using sets. 

 

Do interviews have to be in pdf, so as not to end up in Externals? 
No, you can have them in e.g. Word documents. 

 

How can I do my text search/word cloud analysis of a structured interview and exclude the 

questions I’ve made in the interview? (How can I only analyse my interviewee answers?) 
One way would be to use structure in your interview document that you import. This way you can 

tell NVivo to autocode based on e.g. Header 1, Header 2 etc. for the different questions, or use the 

“Auto-Code by Speaker name” function. This in turn would give you a node with only the answers in 

which you can do your search (you might have to do a little bit of “housekeeping” after auto-coding 

by speaker name, to definitely exclude the questions, though). 

 

Would it be possible to point out where the application for Mac differs? 
Here you see a full feature comparison chart for NVivo for Mac, NVivo Pro and NVivo Plus: 

https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/nvivo-products/nvivo-product-suite-overview 
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About visualizations: is it possible to print visualizations with higher quality? I'm trying to print 

for example word trees as PDF documents, but the quality of the prints is poor. 
Try and export the visualisation. You should be able to get a higher quality that way. 


